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decreed in 1494 that all lands west of Brazil belonged to Spain for trading and colo-
nization, Europeans set out to claim the Americas (the New World). When their 
ships arrived, they discovered that Europe was not the only society with fully devel-
oped social, economic, and political organization. However, since the Europeans 
could not understand the language or culture of the societies they encountered, they 
considered the people to be primitive and savage.

Furthermore, the European goal was ultimately to conquer land and colonize 
people. As a result of the discovery of Native peoples, an argument ensued in 
Catholic Spain whether the Natives were actually human. If human, it meant they 
had souls and would require baptizing. If subhuman, they could be treated with no 
more thought than animals during the process of colonization. The Valladolid trial 
in 1551 concluded that the people of the New World were in fact human, if a lower 
form, resulting in the beginning of a long process of conversion.

BOX 3.1 food matters: Reclaiming Ethnic food Traditions and Health

“Nothing is more political than food!” asserts 
Njathi Wa Kabui, Kenyan chef, farmer, anthro-
pologist, and food activist in Charlotte Hollands’s 
comic in Figure 3.3. Hollands graphically high-
lights Kabui’s argument that when an ethnic 
group loses its connection to its culinary tradi-
tions, the group also loses power and autonomy. 
As a Kenyan, Kabui works to reconnect people of 
African and African American heritage to their 
ancestral foodways, but his battle cry rings true 
throughout the world wherever Native communi-
ties have lost access to local, ancestral foods.

Recognizing that the losses to Native lands and 
foodways have been immense, many commu-
nities are working to rebuild locally controlled 
and sustainable food systems. This is called 
food sovereignty, when a group controls its own 
self-sufficient, local food system. On Native 
reservations, high rates of food insecurity create 
a dependency on highly processed Western 
convenience foods. This has led to declining 
community health and a host of related social 
and economic problems.

Like Kabui, anthropologist and ecologist Gary 
Nabhan also understands this connection between 
food sovereignty, autonomy, and health. Working 
with the Pima and Tohono O’odham commu-
nities of the American Southwest for decades 
has allowed him particular insight into the link 
between ancestral foods and predisposition to 
disease. Nabhan (2002) found that foods such as 
prickly pear cactus, tepary beans, desert legumes, 
and cactus fruit helped protect desert-dwellers 
from diabetes, heart disease, and hypertension.

These traditional foods have a low glycemic 
index, slowing down the digestion and absorption 
of sugars in the bloodstream. The slow absorp-
tion is part of the plants’ adaptations to arid 
conditions. With the loss of local desert-based 
culinary traditions and the adoption of Western 
high-sugar, high-fat processed foods, descen-
dants of these Native communities have lost the 
slow-release protection.

The shift to a Western diet and its associated 
health problems, including obesity, is referred 
to as the nutrition transition (Popkin 2001). 
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It has occurred all over the world as a result of 
globalization. Obesity is common among Native 
groups of the Southwest, and the incidence of 
Type 2 diabetes is 15 times higher than it is in the 
non-Native population.

A community-wide initiative to return to local 
foods has been successful in some areas where 
people have committed to changing their life-
style, and in fact has restored health for Native 

individuals (Nabhan 2002). Nabhan’s and other 
similar projects have shown that eating one’s 
ancestral foods can reverse the deterioration of 
health from disease and even release people from 
the need of daily medication. In fact, the proj-
ects undertaking this kind of culinary revitalization 
show evidence for not only general health, but also 
a kind of well-being that comes with a deepened 
connection to one’s community and traditions.

Early Thinking about Race
Over the next 200 years, the field of science began to develop through the work of 
naturalists, or people who study plants and animals. One Swedish naturalist, Carolus 
Linnaeus, set to the great task of assigning Latin names to all observable species 
in nature, including the wild people who were being “discovered” all over the globe 
by explorers. Linnaeus might be seen as the classic “armchair scientist,” relying on 
the anecdotal reports of those who had sailed across the seas in order to construct 
his human classifications.

In 1758, Linnaeus added six varieties of humans to the great taxonomy of living 
things, published in his book, Systema Naturae. The most bizarre varieties of humans 
he describes are Homo sapiens ferus (four-footed, mute, hairy wild men) and Homo 
sapiens monstruosus (giants, dwarves, misshapen people). The first may have actu-
ally been apes that the sailors saw, and the second are probably imaginary. Sailors 

Figure 3.3
CHEF KABUI AND 
FOOD SOVEREIGNTY 
BY CHARLOTTE 
HOLLANDS
In this graphic panel, 
Hollands highlights the 
work of Chef Kabui, who 
helps communities reclaim 
food autonomy and health 
through reconnecting with 
local and ancestral foods.
Credit: Comic panel © Charlotte 

Hollands, 2017. Used with 

permission.
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